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objectives:

(1) determining the nature of toxic communication in our corpus;

(2) quantifying toxic verbal and multimodal communication;

(3) exploring the context in which toxic communication arises;

(4) examining how it is dealt with, if it is dealt with: are toxic behaviors ignored? Addressed? Met 
with more toxicity? Negotiated and solved?

1. Objectives and research questions



2. Theoretical Background and Literature Review

Toxicity is a hard notion to define because of its subjectivity.  

"Toxic behavior, also known as cyberbullying, griefing, or online disinhibition, is
bad behavior that violates social norms, inicts misery, continues to cause harm
after it occurs, and affects an entire community. " (Kwak & Blackburn, 2014 : 1)

"any behavior that negatively impacts other players’ experiences" (Riot Games)

Definition: any naturally or contextually negative communicative act, whether verbal or
multimodal, possibly repeated, targeting one or more players (teammates or enemies) that doesn’t
mean to help



2. Theoretical Background and Literature Review

Toxicity in League of Legends ? 

● Competitive high ranked players are more toxic

● Players roles have an impact on toxic behaviors : support role (less competitive) is less toxic. 

● Higher level of toxicity when playing with, at least, one friend. Especially if they are toxic

● Experienced players have a higher tolerance of toxic behaviors from teammates than new 
learning players. 

Shores, K. B., He, Y., Swanenburg, K. L., Kraut, R., & Riedl, J. (2014). The identification of deviance 
and its impact on retention in a multiplayer game. Proceedings of the 17th ACM Conference on 
Computer Supported Cooperative Work & Social Computing, 1356‐1365. 



3. Methodology and Data Collection/Analysis

Dataset : One of the researchers collected  50 high-ranked (Platinum-level : 5% best players) SoloQ 
and DuoQ games of League of Legends.

Transcription of the chat box (messages and automatic messages - PINGS) with an OCR software. 

Results of the analysis of 30 games (15h) : 

● 18 won games

● 12 lost games 



3. Methodology and Data Collection/Analysis

objectives:
(1) determining the nature of toxic communication in our corpus;

> manual review of in-game chat and game images
> selection of possibly toxic communication based on our definition
> listing of the different possible types of toxic communication encountered

(2) quantifying toxic verbal and multimodal communication;
> counting of the different possible types of toxic communication encountered in each 

game
(3) exploring the context in which toxic communication arises;
(4) examining how it is dealt with, if it is dealt with: are toxic behaviors ignored? Addressed? Met 
with more toxicity? Negotiated and solved?

> annotation of the preceding in-game event as well as the communication context, 
looking if the toxic item is initial or an answer to a prior toxic item, and looking if the toxic player 
had been the target of toxic communication right before



4.1 Quantifying 
toxic verbal and 
multimodal 
communication 



4.1 Quantifying toxic verbal and multimodal communication 

4.1.1 Quantifying toxic communication

640 toxic items out of 30 games

Only three games without any toxic item (90% of games with at least one toxic 
item)

… meaning a significantly high toxicity 

Average: 21 toxic items / game Average: 
0.71 toxic item/minute

Standard deviation : 17
Standard deviation : 0.58

… meaning high irregularity of toxicity among games





4.1 Quantifying toxic verbal and multimodal communication 

4.1.2 Quantifying the different types of toxic communication

Two main media studies : written messages and pings

“They are visual alerts placed on the map that inform the team of tactical information, each making a
unique stereophonic sound. “

“These can be used to communicate with your team faster than taking the time to type and breaking your
flow of gameplay. Many of these pings are transcribed in team chat.” (League of Legends Wiki)

In team chat : pre-encoded messages such as: “is on the way” / “signals to be careful”/ “is asking for
assistance” / “signals that enemies are missing” / “ennemy has vision here”

Designed to facilitate collaboration, yet highjacked to convey toxicity.

For example:





Main markers of ping toxicity

● Hijacking of preencoded meaning: new meaning of “enemy missing” = “what 
are you doing?” derived from the ping’s visual representation;

● … Shift in target: supposed to target a lane, spammed
on a teammate;

● Combination with toxic messages;
● Repetition.









Used to target a player having misplayed either locally or 
generally, the pinger holding responsible their ping-
target for their loss.



4.2 Determining 
the nature of 
toxic 
communication 



What are players 
toxic about?





Content-driven toxicity:

● report requests (‘x9 vlad ty’);
● giving up (‘GG’, ‘FF’, ‘15’);
● insults (‘idiot’, ‘u suck cocks’, ‘tragic support’, ‘turbo mongol’, ‘dogs’, 

‘unhuman’, ‘ape’, ‘clown’, ‘retard’, ‘rat’, ‘rubbish’, but also ‘noob’ and 
‘afker’);

● questioning the level of play of your mates and opponents (‘supp 
gap’, ‘bad’)...

4.2.1 Clear-cut toxic communication



4.2.1 Clear-cut toxic communication

Quite easy to spot:

(1) Xin Zhao: FUCKING
Xin Zhao: FF (= surrender)
Xin Zhao: YOU DOGS

Addition of a toxicity marker to a not-necessarily toxic message: 
‘fking’.



More tricky situations: describing a 
teammate’s misplay? Debating over who’s 
responsible for a lost teamfight? 
Commentating on the impact of a lost 
teamfight?



Are every past-oriented 
messages inherently toxic?



4.2.2 Tricky examples

● Compatibility of toxicity and constructiveness?
○ Used to harass dead teammates having misplayed (according to pinger), but can also 

be used during the misplay: implicit call to adjust adjust a player’s play
○ Toxicity and urgence-marking: the case of calls

(2) [11:58] Syndra has targeted Lux (ennemi)
[12:02] Syndra has targeted Lux (ennemi)
[12:04] Syndra has targeted Lux (ennemi)
[12:06] Syndra : Nautilus (Sina) R - Ready
[12:06] Syndra : Nautilus (Sina) R - Ready
[12:06] Syndra : Nautilus (Sina) R - Ready



4.2.2 Tricky examples

● Potentially constructive messages in other contexts becoming toxic due to the incapacity of 
the player to correct their mistake

(3) [24:54] Diana: its btr qhieldbow 
[25:08] Kalista: vs j4 garen tresh? 
[25:11] Kalista: kk

→ ‘its’ ⇒ hierarchizing. Pedagogical messages imply  knowledge asymmetry: Diana: image of 
teacher, Kalista: student, despite same ranking.
Players playing their main role: experts. Questioning the expert’s knowledge.
→ ‘kk’ ⇒ reassertion of Kalista’s knowledge. Sarcastic use of validation marker ‘ok’: always the 
case with ‘kk’ or ‘k’? Orthographic encoding of semantic shift?



4.2.2 Tricky examples

● Non-oriented negative messages

(4) [12:00] Yasuo : cant farm this game
[12:07] Yasuo : lit if i walk up i die

→ description of a player’s situation. Negative markers : ‘cant’, ‘to die’, 
recurrence ‘if i walk up’, amplifying ‘lit’;
→ not associated with a call (‘can you come?’) making the description 
arguments.

Toxic? Implicit call for jungler help? Toxic no matter what? 



4.2.2 Tricky examples

Directionality (pointing fingers): a criterion for toxicity?

● Backward analysis of toxic messages based on subsequent overt 
toxicity: tone misunderstanding



(5)     player1: lol
player1 : u want my champ
player1: and my role
player1: thats fair
player1: xd
player2: and ur gf
player2: thx
player1: idk what some of u fuckin egoist kids think
player1: pathetic
player2: ?



Some identified markers beyond word-level…



4.2.3 Toxicity markers: a few examples

Language level: language switch

(6)    [28:27] Kai’Sa: MUNDO 
[28:29] Kai'Sa: ARRETE
[28:30] Kai'Sa: DETRE
[28:32] Kai'Sa: DEBILE PUTAIN

(6’)   [28:27] Kai’Sa: MUNDO 
[28:29] Kai'Sa: STOP
[28:30] Kai'Sa: BEING
[28:32] Kai'Sa: DUMB FOR FUCK’S SAKE
=> literally breaks the connection



Visual level (syntax and typography): utterange fragmentation, caps lock 

(6)    [28:27] Kai’Sa: MUNDO 
[28:29] Kai'Sa: ARRETE
[28:30] Kai'Sa: DETRE
[28:32] Kai'Sa: DEBILE PUTAIN

(6’)    [28:27] Kai’Sa: MUNDO 
[28:29] Kai'Sa: STOP
[28:30] Kai'Sa: BEING
[28:32] Kai'Sa: DUMB FOR FUCK’S SAKE
=> beyond unwinding, creates visual prominence further increasing the 
impact of toxicity

4.2.3 Toxicity markers: a few examples



Punctuation: final stop, question mark in turn-initial position

(7)     [10:16] Orianna : i thought bot was behind you
[10:17] Orianna : .

→ tone explicitator. By marking literal tone (falling), marks metaphorical tone 
(stance): grave.

(8)    [07:12] Sivir : ?
[07:15] Sivir : shaco engaged me
[07:18] Sivir : i ran

→ turn-initial position = focalizing position ⇒ puts emphasis on the 
incomprehension between the two speakers + questions the validity of the 
speaker’s prior statement

4.2.3 Toxicity markers: a few examples



Punctuation: gap between sentence type (imperative) and closing punctuation 
(question mark)

(9)    [05:09] Katarina : just come
[05:09] Katarina : XD?

⇒ question mark working at a bigger level: macro-incomprehension between the 
two players. Interaction with other markers (smiley with capital letters)

4.2.3 Toxicity markers: a few examples



Possible reduplication of punctuation items:

(10)   [17:22] Akali : kha
[17:22] Akali : go
[17:23] Akali : kill
[17:24] Akali : this
[17:24] Akali : irelia
[17:25] Kha'Zix : can't
[17:26] Akali : ?????????????
[17:28] Akali : U can

→ Stance marker ⇒ expressive function, unwinding + visual salience.

4.2.3 Toxicity markers: a few examples



Person markers:

● “we” vs. “you”: exclusion of the player from the team

(11) [14:53] Soraka: we dont need u to deal dmg
→ “we” in subject position of verb “need”: the speaker builds himself as the 
spokesperson of the entire team, knowing what the team needs, of which “you” is 
excluded

4.2.3 Toxicity markers: a few examples



● 3rd person to refer to a teammate

(12)   [03:51] Cho'Gath: this bot
[03:53] Cho'Gath: is trolling
[03:54] Cho'Gath: on purpose
[04:21] Cho'Gath : they literally go back when they saw me go in, and waited 

i die to get a kill

→ Refers to his teammates as if they weren’t here. Contrast between 3rd person 
and 1st person ⇒ gap widening between the players.
+ demonstrative “this” pointing at the players

4.2.3 Toxicity markers: a few examples



Positive smileys associated with negative messages

(13)  [20:57] Jarvan IV: you steal my red for
[20:58] Jarvan IV: it
[20:58] Jarvan IV: :')

(14)   [24:06] Malphite : kalista deals no dmg xD

(15)  [33:56]  Ezreal : idk why pick velokz vs kata
[33:56]  Ezreal : ^^

→ sarcasm emerging from opposite tones ⇒mocking effect

4.2.3 Toxicity markers: a few examples



4.3 Context of toxic communication
- Influence of the outcome on the game on toxicity:

Frequency of toxicity in our corpus: 0.71 toxic item/minute
Frequency of toxicity in won games: 0.71 toxic item per minute
Frequency of toxicity in lost games: .0.74 toxic item per minute

Doesn’t seem to affect toxicity much. In fact, general winning can trigger toxicity after losing a 
micro-project:

The enemy main building is a few hits from going down. Thinking game is won, Shen has 
committed suicide, and other players, playing with their enemies, end up dying. Game is still 
pretty much won, but the players instantly start to worry.



(16)     1 [23:13] Jinx signals that enemies are missing [...] Pings dead Shen
2 [23:16] Jinx : wtf is shen doing
3 [23:17] Shen : well then
4 [23:17] [Tous] Brand (ennemi)  : wpgg
5 [23:19] Shen : XD
6 [23:26] Jinx : gg
7 [23:26] Shen : missclick [...]
8 [23:40] Kha’Zix kills everyone.
9 [23:41] Shen : wait
10 [23:41] [Tous] Brand (ennemi) : unles
11 [23:42] Jinx : don t waste my time and end guys wtf
12 [23:42] [Tous] Brand (ennemi) : s
13 [23:43] [Tous] Diana : x9 kha
14 [23:44] The ennemy team has scored an ace !
15 [23:50] Shen : wtf just hit nexus [...]
16 [23:56] [Tous] Jinx : thanks for wasting 5 min kha



(16’)     The enemy team kill the dragon. Jinx dies.
17 [24:32] Jinx signals that enemies are missing Jinx pings two 
of her teammates.
18 [24:33] Jinx signals that enemies are missing [...]
19 [24:35] Jinx : idk guys
20 [24:41] Jinx : can we just end
21 [24:42] Twisted Fate : we all dead why fight?
22 [24:45] Jinx : and not troll
23 [24:45] Shen : you knew they all there
24 [24:51] Jinx : fate not attacking nexus
25 [24:56] Jinx : shen is going spawn towe
26 [25:00] Jinx : lets troll and lose [...]
27 [25:12] Shen : you trolled rn and you are taking out on us
Another lost fight.
28 [25:20] Shen : okay man
29 [25:21] Shen : wtf
30 [25:24] Shen : just chill
31 [25:26] Shen : wait respawn
32 [25:29] Shen : then 5v5



4.3 Context of toxic communication

- In the end, has more to do with local negative event: the loss of a teamfight, the death of a 
teammate, the misplay of a teammate, or own death. Tendency to instantly start blaming 
others when dying → self-serving bias.



4.4 Examining how it is dealt with, if it is dealt with

● Blamed players turning toxic:

(17)     [14:48] Soraka: Lulu Imperial Mandate chain pinging of Lulu’s item, an item 
[14:49] Soraka: Lulu Imperial Mandate that boosts damage
[14:49] Soraka: Lulu Imperial Mandate
[14:49] Soraka: Lulu Imperial Mandate
[14:S3] Soraka: we dont need u to deal dmg
[14:54] Soraka: ffs
[15:17] Lulu: we don't need you to speak so loud
[15:20] Lulu: bother your own gameplay
[15:31] Lulu: no one cares about your opinion



4.4 Examining how it is dealt with, if it is dealt with

Quantitative measurement of the amount of initial toxicity vs. ensuing toxicity:

● Initial toxicity: 319 items;
● Ensuing toxicity: 155 items.

In our corpus, initial toxicity triggers ensuing toxicity about half the time.



4.4 Examining how it is dealt with, if it is dealt with

Attempts to repair the relationship between a toxic player and the team: ‘just chill’ 

Phenomena of co-harassment, the same person being held responsible for every negative in-game event, with chain pings 
and negative messages, but also phenomena of defense:

(18)         [17:53] Amumu : ok
[17:54] Amumu : dead
[17:55] Amumu : enemy
[17:56] Amumu : we take
[17:56] Amumu : drake
Nami dies.
[18:14] Amumu : Nami (Sina) - Reapparition in 12s 
[18:14] Amumu : Nami (Sina) - Reapparition in 12s 
[18:15] Amumu : Nami (Sina) - Reapparition in 12s 
[18:15] Amumu : Nami (Sina) - Reapparition in 12s 
[18:15] Amumu : Nami (Sina) - Reapparition in 12s 
[18:15] Amumu : Nami (Sina) - Reapparition in 12s 
[18:18] Amumu : or
[18:19] Amumu : we can int it [...]

int : to deliberately die



4.4 Examining how it is dealt with, if it is dealt with

(19)     [18:35] Dr. Mundo : can yopui stop comenting on every mistake
[18:39] Dr. Mundo : like you play perfect [...]
[20:10] Amumu : what to do
[20:11] Amumu : wit hthese
[20:12] Amumu : bots
[20:13] Amumu : in bot
[20:16] Dr. Mundo : nobody cares [...]
[20:19] Sivir : stop writing muindo
[20:23] Sivir : mute amumu and move on

⇒ “mute” function, probably the most used way to cope with toxicity



5.1 Discussion and practical implications

● We have shown how diverse the forms of toxicity can be and how hard it is to come up with 
an efficient automatic identification method.

● Because toxicity lies in more than just a close set of words, and because pings are essential 
to non-vocal collaboration in filled teams, their hijacking doesn’t imply they’re not used to 
convey their pre-encoded meaning, their removal seems difficult to imagine.

● The mute button seems to remain the best way to cope with toxicity.

● We have also shown how frequent toxicity is in our corpus, mainly because of League of 
Legends’ high competitiveness and its team reliance to win. Frustration is easy to occur, 
particularly when your teammates’ playstyle disalign with your conception of good play.



5. Further studies 
● Perception tests;
● Interaction between toxicity and collaboration (% of toxicity as compared to % of 

collaboration, per communication device & per player);
● Analysis of other communication devices: emotes and surrender votes;
● Analyzing specific communication items: markers of address ‘mate’, ‘dude’, specific 

smileys…
● Study the link between in-game toxicity and player profiling: could talkativeness, regardless 

the form of messages, be a signal of toxicity to come? (linked to player investment).
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